In this paper, a three-dimensional partial integrated guidance and control law for the supersonic missile impacting the surface target is proposed. In the guidance loop design, a reduced-order extended state observer is integrated with feedback linearization and the pure proportional navigation law to eliminate the effects of the unknown target kinematics and the dynamic coupling between the vertical and horizontal planes. Considering the autopilot lag, two guidance schemes with different observer inputs are compared using the adjoint and frequency domain analyses. For the control loop, the angular velocity feedback is performed first for the pitch and yaw channels as conventionally done in practice, and then first-order linear active disturbance rejection control is designed for the damping-enhanced plant to deal with the fast time-varying, uncertain aerodynamics and the strong coupling effects among the three channels. Both the attitude angle and the acceleration control can be designed in a unified framework. Finally, a three-dimensional engagement scenario is performed using a six-degree-of-freedom supersonic vehicle model, and extensive simulations are carried out to validate the robustness and the high guidance precision of the proposed method.
Introduction
Due to the advantages of penetration ability and lethality, supersonic missile has been used widely. When impacting a surface target in the terminal guidance phase, the maneuverability of a supersonic missile is restricted and the time available for engagement is relatively small due to its high speed. In addition, the signal-to-noise ratio of the seeker measurement is relatively low due to the complicated background of the target. As a result, the miss distance may be large. Therefore, the guidance and control system design is extremely critical to achieve satisfactory impact performance.
Extensive investigations have been devoted to the high-performance guidance and control design. In general, the design philosophy can be categorized into three classes: separate design, single-loop integrated design, and two-loop integrated design (partial integrated design). In the conventional separate design, the guidance and control systems are designed independently as two loops, wherein an inner-loop autopilot is constructed to follow the acceleration command provided by the outer-loop guidance law. [1] [2] [3] These two subsystems are then integrated and subsequently modifications are conducted iteratively to each system in order to achieve desired overall performance. Obviously, such an approach does not exploit the synergistic relationships between the interacting subsystems and excessive design iterations may be performed. This problem is more critical for the endgame phase when the spectral separation might not be valid due to the rapid change of the interception geometry. Consequently, an alternative approach that can fully consider the nonlinear interactions between the engagement kinematics and the missile dynamics is demanded, motivating the integrated guidance and control (IGC) design.
A variety of single-loop IGC algorithms have been proposed in the recent literature. Techniques like linear quadratic optimal control, 4-7 state-dependent Riccati equation approach, 8, 9 suboptimal u-D method, 10 generalized extended state observer (GESO)-enhanced predictive control, 11 feedback linearization, 12, 13 and zeroeffort-miss (ZEM)-based sliding mode control [14] [15] [16] have been applied successfully in the single-loop IGC framework. Among these methods, optimal control is the most intuitive design that can synthesize an overall optimal IGC system subject to certain performance index. In previous works, [4] [5] [6] [7] integrated linearized model was established first so that the linear quadratic optimal control could be employed. However, the linearized model cannot reflect the physically nonlinear dynamics when the line of sight (LOS) angular rate changes rapidly. Consequently, guidance precision may be reduced in such scenarios. To solve this problem, state-dependent Riccati equation approach was utilized in previous works. 8, 9 The nonlinear plant can be parameterized to a state-dependent linear form and then the state-dependent Riccati equation can be solved online. To reduce computational complexity and avoid the information about time-to-go, the u-D method was proposed in Xin et al. 10 to obtain an approximate closed-form suboptimal feedback controller for the nonlinear infinite horizon IGC problem. Instead of optimal control, predictive control was employed in Panchal et al. 11 The target acceleration, model nonlinearities, and model uncertainties can be estimated by the GESO, and then the integrated missile-target engagement dynamics can be compensated into a linear form to use predictive controller straightforwardly. Feedback linearization method was employed in Menon and colleagues 12, 13 to transform the nonlinear model into Brunovsky's canonical form in order to employ linear quadratic regulator (LQR) 12 or pole placement 13 method. Although feedback linearization is a powerful tool to handle nonlinearities, the robustness is relatively fragile when there exist large model uncertainties. For more details of other nonlinear IGC design methods, readers can refer to previous works. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] As indicated in previous works, [23] [24] [25] [26] the single-loop IGC scheme tends to tackle the problem more from the guidance point of view, and quick maneuvers may cause the short-period dynamics to go unstable due to the inherent timescale separation characteristic. This is because the control surface directly responds to the relative position error in the IGC scheme. However, the effectiveness of the control surface on the aerodynamic force is much smaller than that on the aerodynamic moment. As a result, excessive moment tends to be generated when correcting the relative position error and the fast short-period dynamics may be destabilized. In practice, it is desired that the stability of the missile should be guaranteed even when the guidance law is inactive. Thus, partial integrated guidance and control (PIGC) design which is executed in two loops was proposed. 6, 7, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Both the guidance loop and control loop are reserved in the PIGC scheme. In Levy et al., 6, 7 the inner autopilot was designed independent of the guidance law, while all the dynamic states were also used in the outer guidance loop. It can be proved that such a full-state two-loop architecture is equivalent to a fullstate single-loop one under some conditions. Therefore, the full-state two-loop design is preferred since it ensures a stabilized missile dynamics. In previous works, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] the outer-loop took the angular rate instead of the acceleration as the virtual input, and the innerloop was designed to track the angular rate command. In this way, the intermediate loop from the acceleration command to the angular rate in the conventional scheme is removed and the overall settling time can thus be reduced.
Motivated by the above analysis, a type of PIGC scheme for impacting the surface target is proposed in this paper. There are two kinds of integrated models for the IGC design, the relative position-based model and the LOS angle-based model. The impact strategy of the relative position model is to drive the relative range (or the ZEM) to be zero, [6] [7] [8] [10] [11] [12] [14] [15] [16] [23] [24] [25] [26] while the LOS angle model-based design is to drive the LOS angular rate to be zero. 4, 5, 9, 13, [17] [18] [19] [27] [28] [29] Since the measurement error of the relative range is much larger than that of the LOS angular rate, the guidance precision may not be guaranteed for the relative range-based design. Consequently, the LOS angle model is chosen in this paper. The proposed scheme operates in a twoloop structure which fully exploits the timescale separation that inherently exists between the rotational and translational motion. The outer-loop guidance laws provide the acceleration commands for the pitch and yaw channels, and the inner-loop autopilots are designed separately to track the acceleration commands. The outer-loop guidance law design uses not only the variables in the engagement model but also the inner-loop acceleration outputs, which means that the real-time autopilot dynamics is considered in the guidance law. Thus, this method can be considered as a type of partial integration scheme that combines the conventional hierarchical configuration and the philosophy of IGC of achieving tighter integration of the subsystems. The proposed PIGC architecture is similar to that in Levy et al. 6, 7 wherein the dynamic states were also used in the guidance loop to achieve the integration. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1. In the guidance loop, the dynamical coupling between the elevation and azimuth LOS angles is eliminated through the feedback linearization. Reduced-order extended state observer (RESO) [30] [31] [32] is integrated into the pure proportional navigation (PN) guidance law to compensate the unknown target maneuver. In the first guidance law (called PIGC-A for the sake of brevity), the autopilot lag is neglected and the control input of the RESO is the practical acceleration. While in the second guidance law (called PIGC-AC), the autopilot lag is regarded as part of the total disturbance and the control input of the RESO is the acceleration command. The adjoint and frequency domain analyses are utilized to compare these two schemes. The bandwidth and the phase characteristic of the guidance loop of PIGC-A can adapt with the autopilot time constant, which well reflects the point of partial integration. In this way, bandwidth match between the two loops can be ensured and satisfactory damping can be achieved, thus improving the guidance precision. 2. A hybrid bank-to-turn (BTT) and skid-to-turn (STT) autopilot is designed based on linear active disturbance rejection control (LADRC). 31 For the pitch and yaw channels, damping augmentation is conducted first and thus the highfrequency mode can be neglected. Then, firstorder LADRC is needed to provide satisfactory tracking and disturbance rejection performance. All the time-varying dynamics, uncertainties, and couplings are lumped into the total disturbance and estimated by the RESO. Both the attitude angle and the acceleration control can be designed in a unified framework, which facilitates the design process greatly. 3. This scheme is proposed considering the practical application. The two-loop structure design can facilitate the parameter tuning, which can guarantee the required robustness performance in practice. The approximate linear forms of the guidance and control laws make the frequency domain and adjoint analyses applicable. Excellent disturbance rejection abilities can be achieved by employing the RESO compared with the traditional methods. In addition, the guidance loop can adapt with the autopilot dynamics, which makes the entire system tighter.
This paper is organized as follows. Three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear engagement model and 6-degreeof-freedom (6-DOF) dynamics of the missile are described in section ''Problem formulation.'' Design and analysis of two types of guidance laws are presented in section ''Guidance law design.'' In section ''Control system design,'' the BTT/STT autopilot design is given. Comparison of the two guidance laws based on the adjoint analysis is conducted in section ''Comparison of two guidance laws.'' Simulation results on the 6-DOF nonlinear model are shown in section ''Simulation result.'' Concluding remarks are offered in section ''Conclusion.''
Problem formulation
The mathematical model of the 3D engagement and the missile dynamics are given in this section. Figure 1 shows the typical 3D purser evader engagement scenario, wherein the subscripts m and t represent the missile and the target, respectively; O m À x m À y m À z m and O t À x t À y t À z t are the inertial reference frame fixed on the missile and the target, respectively; u i and c vi (i = m, t) are the elevation and heading angles, respectively; V i (i = m, t) is the velocity; a yi and a zi (i = m, t) are the pitch and yaw accelerations perpendicular to the velocity, respectively; r is the relative range; and q and l are the elevation and azimuth angles of LOS, respectively. The corresponding guidance kinematic equations are 33
ð1Þ where x 0 represents the time derivative of variable x in this paper. Differentiating the LOS angles in equation (1) with respect to time gives
where
The input gains of the accelerations can be expressed as (for the air-to-surface missile considered in this paper, it can be assumed that q \ jp=2j) and
and t y and t z represent the dynamics related to the target
It is well known that a direct impact can be achieved by controlling q 0 and l 0 to be zero. The accelerations normal to the missile velocity are employed as the control variables in this paper. Since there exist complicated coupling and unknown target kinematics in the LOS angular rate dynamics, the objective of the guidance law should be to achieve a small miss distance in the presence of these factors and the inner-loop autopilot lag by designing proper commands of a ym and a zm .
The 6-DOF dynamics of the missile are given by
and the normal accelerations are in the form of
v k and J k (k = x, y, z) represent the angular rate and moment of inertia of the roll, yaw, and pitch channels, respectively; g, c, and q are the roll, yaw, and pitch angles, respectively; a, b, and g v are the angle of attack, sideslip angle, and bank angle, respectively; m denotes the mass; the drag D, the lift L, the side force N, and the moment M k (k = x, y, z) can be expressed as
where q = rV m 2 =2 is the dynamic pressure, r is the air density, and S ref is the reference wing area. The aerodynamic coefficients C D , C L , C N , and m k (k = x, y, z) are multivariate high-order polynomials with respect to the flight states and the control deflections as shown in Keshmiri et al. 34 To facilitate the control design and tuning process, the aerodynamic coefficients can be written as
where D represents the model error and d k (k = x, y, z) denotes the mathematical control deflection for the roll, yaw, and pitch channels. The relations between the mathematical control deflections and the physical control deflections d l (l = e, a, r) are
The objective of the autopilot design is to track the acceleration commands fast and accurately. In this paper, hybrid BTT and STT control is utilized for the autopilot. The control method is required to handle the multiple uncertainties as well as the strong kinematic, aerodynamic, and inertia coupling effects among the three channels in the BTT/STT mode. To summarize, the goal of the PIGC design is to achieve impact with high precision in spite of the multiple coupling and uncertainties mentioned above.
Guidance law design
According to equation (2), an ideal acceleration command based on the feedback linearization can be designed as
where K y and K z are the proportional gains. Assume that the autopilot dynamics can be neglected, substituting equation (12) into equation (2) one can obtain
It can be seen that the two planes are decoupled and the target maneuver can be compensated in this way. Compared with the full-order extended state observer (ESO), the reduced-order ESO has the advantages of smaller phase lag and stronger robustness to the plant time-delay. 31, 32 Thus, two RESOs are designed to obtain the estimations of t y and t z as
and
where v e and v a are the observer gains;t y andt z are the estimations of t y and t z , respectively. Through Laplace transformation, it can be obtained that
which shows that the estimations are the filtered values of the true disturbances in essence. The selection of the observer gains should consider the observation precision and the sensitivity to the unmodeled highfrequency dynamics as well as the measurement noise simultaneously. 35 Then, the guidance law, which is called PIGC-A for conciseness, becomes
In the above design process, the autopilot dynamics is ideally considered as 1, while in fact there exists a lag in the autopilot response. To compensate the response lag, first or higher order autopilot dynamics was integrated into the guidance kinematic equations in the previous research 36, 37 and the controller design was performed within the back-stepping framework. However, higher derivatives of the LOS angular rates, which are difficult to be obtained in practice, are demanded in these methods. Since the time constant of the autopilot is much smaller than that of the guidance loop in the most time of the terminal phase, we attempt to include the autopilot lag in the total disturbance and thus equation (2) can be reformulated as
and the reduced-order observers in this case become
The only difference is that the control input in the observer is the acceleration command instead of the practical acceleration. This new type of guidance law is called PIGC-AC. Frequency domain analysis is performed next to further illustrate the difference. The vertical plane is taken as an example. The acceleration commands of the two schemes are represented by a A ym and a AC ym , respectively. Suppose that the designed autopilot can be approximated as After some mathematical manipulations, one can obtain
It can be observed that the nature of PIGC-AC is the proportional integral (PI) control of the LOS angular rate plus an additional decoupling term, which is independent of the autopilot dynamics. Whereas the equivalent form of PIGC-A is the PIGC-AC cascaded with a lead-lag compensator. The lead-lag compensator is related to the autopilot lag and the observer gain directly.
For the supersonic air-to-surface missile in this paper, the missile velocity is much larger than that of the target. Suppose that the missile velocity is constant and the motion is near the collision triangle, and then À v e =(b y1 V m ) in equation (22) can be approximated as
where t go stands for the time-to-go until the impact. It suggests that the additional proportional gain introduced by the observer is varying with the remaining flight time, which is desirable in practice since the guidance law makes full use of the acceleration at the beginning of the terminal flight and shapes the missile trajectory as straight as possible. Further comparison based on the adjoint analysis is conducted later in section ''Comparison of two guidance laws.''
Control system design

BTT/STT command logic
In this paper, hybrid BTT and STT control is utilized for the autopilot. At the beginning of the terminal guidance phase, BTT control is employed to enhance lateral maneuverability. In the endgame phase, STT control is used to avoid the command oscillation of the roll angle caused by the small acceleration command and the measurement noise of the LOS angular rate. In the BTT mode, the bank angle command is
The bank angle control is realized by transforming the command into that of the roll angle via sing c v cosu m = cosasinbsinq + cosbsing c cosq Àsinasinbcosg c cosq ð25Þ
Since b is controlled to be zero in the BTT mode, equation (25) can be simplified as g c = sin À1 (sing c v cosu m =cosq). The composite normal acceleration command is designed as
where a m is the maximal normal acceleration, and the saturation function sat(m, n) is defined as
Within a specified range, the BTT mode is switched to the STT mode to prevent the frequent switching. In the STT mode, the roll angle is stabilized and the commands in the pitch and yaw channels are just a c ym and a c zm , respectively.
Lateral control
In this section, LADRC-based autopilot design is introduced. Due to the symmetry between the pitch and yaw channels, only the yaw channel design process is presented.
In the BTT mode, sideslip angle should be controlled to be zero to reduce the lateral coupling moments. Combining equations (7) , (9) , and (10) can obtain
includes the kinematic coupling, aerodynamic force coupling, and model uncertainties; d v y includes the inertia coupling, aerodynamic moment coupling, and also the model uncertainties. They can be expressed as
Differentiating the sideslip angle dynamics with respect to time yields
The yaw angular rate feedback is first performed to enhance the damping as
where d y0 denotes the virtual control input for the damped plant. Relative order of the damped plant can be regarded as one, and approximate analysis is performed next to illustrate the order reduction process. Note that the coupling effects and the uncertainties d b and d v y can be neglected temporarily to simplify the analysis. The damping-enhanced dynamics can be depicted as
According to our practical experience, b d y is much smaller than other aerodynamic derivatives. Therefore, the plant can be approximated by
It can be seen that the angular rate feedback can enhance the damping characteristic evidently and thus the dynamics can be further simplified as an overdamping plant. Assume that À y 1 and Ày 2 are the two poles of G b d y0 , and then G b d y0 can be rewritten as
Suppose that s = À y 1 is the stable high-frequency pole, and the other pole s = À y 2 can be positive or nonpositive which is mainly determined by the static stability coefficient a b (the polarity of the control deflection Àa d y is assumed to be positive in the analysis. Thus, there at least exists one positive pole in G b d y0 due to the positive term a v y + b b À k v y a d y wherein a v y , b b , and k v y are all positive). After removing the highfrequency mode y 1 =(s + y 1 ), the dominant dynamics of the plant can be obtained as
Now the reduced-order sideslip angle dynamics can be written as
where b b y = À a d y =y 1 and d 1 represents the lumped total disturbance which incorporates the time-varying dynamics, coupling effect, uncertainties, and the order reduction error. To eliminate the influence of d 1 , the RESO is designed as
where v b is the observer gain andd 1 denotes the estimation of d 1 . Then, the control law can be reformulated as
Combined with equation (31), the final control law becomes
Through Laplace transformation, the control law can be reformulated in the frequency domain as
The equivalent PI gains in the proposed method are time-varying with b b y and thus consistent performance within the flight envelope can be achieved. When b c is nonzero, the controller possesses a 2-DOF structure. The conflict between the tracking and disturbance rejection problems that is intrinsic in the 1-DOF proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control can be well solved under such scheme. 38 The acceleration control in the STT mode is conducted based on the sideslip angle control design presented above. Substituting equations (9) and (10) into (8) , one can obtain
To perform the analysis, d a zm is neglected temporarily, and the damping-enhanced dynamics after the angular rate feedback in equation (31) can be obtained as
Still the terms with b d y can be ignored, and the dominant dynamics can be written as
which is just V m b b times G b d y0 . Thus, the control gain for the acceleration control is b a zm y = V m b b b b y . Then, the RESO and the control law can be established as w 0 a zm = À v a zm w a zm À v a zm 2 a zm + v a zm b a zm y d y0 d 2 = v a zm a zm + w a zm & ð44Þ and d y = K a zm a c zm À a zm
From the above design procedure, it can be seen that the angle of attack, sideslip angle, and acceleration can all be controlled in a unified framework, which facilitates the design and tuning process greatly.
Roll Control
The roll dynamics can be written as
Differentiating g 0 yields
where a d x = qS ref bm d x x =J x and d g denotes the total disturbance which can be expressed as
Also, RESO can be designed to estimate the total disturbance
and the control law is designed as
The tuning for the designed autopilot is based on the stability margin tester method. [39] [40] [41] It is worth noting that though LADRC is a linear control method, its design concept is totally different: it can be applied to nonlinear, time-varying and uncertain process with very little model information. The total disturbance is treated as a signal and thus there is no difference between linear and nonlinear dynamics from a signal point of view. 42
Comparison of two guidance laws
In this section, the adjoint analysis method, 1 which is commonly used in practice, is employed to analyze the proposed two guidance laws based on the approximation in equation (23) . The adjoint analysis can only be performed on the single channel and thus the coupled term (b y2 a zm + f y )=b y1 in the control law is ignored temporarily. The obtained adjoint of the homing loop is shown in Figure 2 , wherein H e represents the initial heading error and d(t) is the impulse input.
When v e = 0, the guidance law degenerates to the conventional PN law. When v e is not equal to zero, the block diagram corresponds to PIGC-A, and becomes PIGC-AC when the dynamics in the dashed box is substituted with 1. The parameters are selected as K y = 3, v e = f1, 5, 10g rad=s, V m = 1000 m=s, a yt = 3g, and H e = À 20=57:3 rad. Note that the closing velocity V c is approximated as V m . For the three guidance laws (PN, PIGC-A, and PIGC-AC), the miss distances due to the external disturbances (target maneuver and initial heading error) with different autopilot time constants are shown in Figures 3 and 4 . For PIGC-A, the higher the observer bandwidth is, the smaller the miss distance can be achieved for the two disturbances. In terms of the target maneuver disturbance, it is obvious that PIGC-A with v e = f5, 10g can achieve higher impact precision whenever the maneuver happens compared with the PN. The miss distance of PIGC-A and PIGC-AC can be kept pretty near zero due to the integral effect when the flight time is relatively long, which is in contrast to that of PN which is a nonzero value as can be seen in Figure 3 . The advantage of PIGC-A against the heading error disturbance is not remarkable when the disturbance happens near the impact. In practice, heading error generally exists at the beginning of the terminal guidance phase, while the target maneuver may start at any time, and hence the latter is really of more significance. For PIGC-AC, there exists oscillation in the miss distance and the precision is very poor, which is especially severe when the external disturbance happens near the impact. The oscillation can be interpreted more intuitively in the frequency domain, and thus, the frequency domain analysis is conducted next. Suppose at some point near the impact, the openloop guidance dynamics can be approximated as 5 G q 0 a my = 1= s À 2=t go À Á =r ð51Þ and the loop transfer function of the entire guidance and control system with the two guidance laws can be obtained as
Assume that t go = 5 s, r = 5 km, and v e = 5 rad=s, and then the frequency responses of the entire guidance and control loop with T = f0:1, 0:5, 1g are shown in Figure 5 . It shows that the phase margin for PIGC-AC is more critical with the increase in T, and thus, the oscillation tends to occur due to the weak damping when the autopilot lag is relatively large. Besides, when t go becomes smaller and thus the instability degree increases as shown in equation (51), the phase margin will be further decreased. Unless the autopilot is fast enough, the effectiveness of this method is problematic. Nevertheless, the high requirement imposed on the autopilot design is quite unrealistic in practice. For PIGC-A, the phase margin is sufficient due to the lead compensator even when T is large. For the lead compensator, the frequency with maximal lead angle is v m = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi v e T + 1 p
=T rad, at which the magnitude is À10lg(v e T + 1) dB and the lead angle is sin À1 (1 À 2=(v e T + 2)) rad, respectively. As shown in Figure 6 , the magnitude decreases and the lead angle increases with the increase in T. As a result, the adaptive bandwidth match between the two loops (the slower the autopilot is, the lower the guidance loop bandwidth is) can be ensured and satisfactory damping (sufficient lead angle provided) can be achieved. Through the above analysis, we can know that the autopilot lag tolerance of PIGC-AC is poorer than that of PIGC-A though its original intention is to compensate the lag.
Simulation result
As concluded in section ''Comparison of two guidance laws,'' the proposed PIGC-A is more advantageous in terms of the autopilot lag. Thus, numerical simulations are carried out in this section to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed PIGC-A. When the seeker detects the surface target, the terminal guidance is initiated from a level flight state at the velocity of Ma 6. Suppose that the initial positions of the missile and the target are (0, 15, 0) km and (20, 0, 5) km, respectively. In the diving phase, the thrust is switched off. The actuator dynamics is approximated as a second-order plant with The guidance and control parameters are selected as follows where k v z , p 1 , K a ym , and v a ym are the pitch parameters that are corresponding to k v y , y 1 , K a zm , and v a zm designed for the yaw channel. The design results of the normal acceleration within the flight profile are shown in Figures 7 and 8 . It can be seen that the stability and robustness requirements (6dB, 45 8 ) can be achieved for all the characteristic points. For the yaw and roll channels, the stability and robustness requirements for the characteristic points can also be achieved, and the results are not presented here due to the space limitation. Next, the following four cases are considered to test the performance of the PIGC-A.
Case 1
The objective of this case is to validate the robustness of the designed autopilot. All the aerodynamic forces are perturbed randomly at À10% or 10%, and all the aerodynamic moments are perturbed randomly at À30% or 30%. Thus, total 64 runs are performed. The target is assumed to be stationary in this case. The simulation results are presented in Figures 9-13 . Figure 9 shows the 3D trajectories of the missile. The miss distances are shown in Figure 10 . The average miss distance is 0.24 m, and the maximal and the minimal values are 0.2741 and 0.1645 m, respectively. Note that the miss distance for the nominal case is 0.2284 m, which implies that the designed PIGC-A is quite robust to the parameter perturbations. Since the missile velocity is not controllable, the flight times are a little different as seen in Figure 11 . The control deflections and the normal acceleration are presented in Figure 12 . It is shown that the robust acceleration tracking performance can be achieved in spite of the uncertainties. The LOS angular rates in Figure 13 converge to zero and the sideslip angles are controlled to be close to zero except for the initial several seconds during which the coupling caused by the fast rolling is relatively strong.
Case 2
Suppose that the target is maneuvering with 1g acceleration, and the heading angle covers from 2180°to 180°. The simulation results are shown in Figures 14  and 15 . In Figure 14 , it can be observed that all the LOS angular rates can converge to a small neighborhood of zero. In the endgame phase, during which STT is employed, the sideslip angle has a larger envelope to track the maneuvering target. Figure 15 shows the top view of the 3D trajectories, and it can be seen that the maneuvering range of the target is approximately 2 km. To perform the comparison, simulations with conventional pure PN designed for the two separate planes are also performed, and the proportional gains are both selected as 3. The miss distances for the different target heading angles are shown in Figure 16 . It can be seen that the proposed guidance law can achieve higher precision for all the cases. The average miss distance of the pure PN and the proposed PIGC-A are 0.2970 and 0.2460 m, respectively.
Case 3
Suppose that the target has a circular maneuverability and the velocity is 10 m/s. Different radiuses are considered, and they are set as 25, 50, 100, and 200 m, respectively. Note that the maneuverability of the target increases as the radius decreases. The miss distances for the PIGC-A and the pure PN are shown in Table 1 . It can be seen that the proposed method can also outperform the PN guidance law for the circular maneuverability case.
Case 4
In case 3, the PIGC-A is compared with the traditional separate design method. In this case, comparison is further conducted between the PIGC-A and other IGC methods. The back-stepping active disturbance rejection control-based IGC algorithm in Shao and Wang 19 is selected. The reason of selecting this method is that the ESO is employed as the main tool for disturbance rejection as done in the PIGC-A. Differently, this design is carried out in the back-stepping framework and high-order derivatives of the LOS angular rates are needed for control to prove the stability. When the seeker noise is considered, using high-order derivatives of the LOS angular rates may amplify the noise effect and thus degenerate the guidance precision. Consequently, seeker noise is included in this case. Since only the longitudinal plane guidance is considered in Shao and Wang 19 and the controlled variables in each design step are LOS angular rate, angle of attack, and pitch angular rate, respectively, the simulation for comparison also only considers the longitudinal plane guidance task to avoid the effect of the BTT and STT switching. In this case, the initial position of the target is (20, 0, 0) km. The constraint on the acceleration command is transformed to that on the angle of attack in the real time. The noise q n is derived by letting a white noise signal (normal distribution with the standard being 0:66 8 ) through a shaping filter. The seeker model is shown in Figure 17 . For the comparison algorithm, the bandwidths of the three RESOs are all designed as 10 rad/s, and the error feedback gains are selected as k 1 = 0:2, k 2 = 4, and k 3 = 1. The parameter selection of the comparison algorithm aims to achieve the minimal miss distance for the case with nominal aerodynamic parameters, a still target and no seeker noise, and the miss distance is 0.4891 m which is larger than that of 0.2284 m for the PIGC-A method. The miss distances for the two algorithms running 50 times with the seeker noise are shown in Figures 18 and 19 . For the PIGC-A, the range of miss distance is [-6, 6] m and the CEP (circular error probability) is 1.56 m. While for the comparison algorithm, the miss distance is much larger due to the sensitivity to the seeker noise. The CEP is 24.85 m, and the target is missed in many cases. To further illustrate the effect of the noise, the control deflections for one simulation are presented in Figures 20 and 21 . It can be seen that the noise effect in the control deflection of the comparison algorithm is Figure 16 . Miss distance comparison between the pure PN and the proposed method (blue star: pure PN, black square: the proposed method).
much larger than that of the PIGC-A, which may cause the excessive fin rate and the actuator heating.
Conclusion
In this paper, a PIGC scheme based on the RESO was proposed. For the guidance loop, the feedback linearization was utilized to decouple the kinematics between the two planes, and the reduced-order observer was designed to compensate the unknown target maneuver. When the autopilot lag was considered, two guidance laws (PIGC-A and PIGC-AC), wherein the input of the observer was the practical acceleration and the acceleration command, respectively, were compared using the adjoint analysis and the frequency domain analysis. It was found that the bandwidth and the phase characteristic of the guidance law in PIGC-A can adapt with the time constant of the autopilot. Therefore, the bandwidths of the guidance and control loop can be well matched and satisfactory damping can be achieved, which reflects the advantage of partial integration. For the autopilot design, angular rate feedback was performed first as conventionally done in practice for the pitch and yaw channels. Then, first-order LADRC was designed for the damping-enhanced dynamics, wherein the lumped disturbance including the timevarying dynamics, uncertainties, and coupling effects can be estimated by the RESO. Both the attitude angle (angle of attack, sideslip angle) and the acceleration (pitch and yaw accelerations) control can be designed in a unified framework in this paper. Extensive simulations were conducted to demonstrate the robustness and the high guidance precision of the designed PIGC-A. 
